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DDM INSTALL GUIDE 9006/9005/H10 HID Low Beam Kit (35W or 55W)

TOOLS NEEDED: Simple hand tools, depending on if you need to remove lights.

Open hood.  Look down from above into the

engine bay and locate the low beam bulb.

Remove retaining clip on the low beam by

simultaneously unclipping and pulling the

connector away from the bulb.

Twist OEM bulb counter clockwise to unlock

the bulb from headlight housing.  Once the

bulb is unlocked remove  gently from housing. 

Removal of headlight housing (if required).

Please refer to your car’s owners manual for

instruction on headlight removal.

DIFFICULTY: Easy Professional Install
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READ FIRST: This install guide will work with 9006, 9005, H10 bulb types. Usually
removal of the headlight isn’t necessary.  However for the purpose of this install
guide we chose to remove the headlight assembly. Note: We are using a 2007
Chevy Silverado for our install.  Depending on vehicle, removal of your headlight 
may differ.
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Insert the male connector (the connector

that came out of your OEM bulb) into the

female connector coming out of the ballast.

Mount ballast with the double sided tape

provided to a clean flat surface in the engine

bay.

Remove the HID bulb from the protective

plastic casing and screw cap.  Do not touch

the bulb with your bare hands.  If you do, be

sure to clean the bulb with rubbing alcohol

prior to installation.
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Adapter harnesses are not necessary for this

HID installation.  If desired you can cut and

remove the adapter harnesses as pictured

to left.  

DDM Tip: Be very careful NOT to cut the HID

bulb wires (bulb wires are picture to left WITH

RED ARROWS). Your bulb warranty will be

void if you cut the HID bulb wires. 

CUT ADAPTER 
HARNESS

DO NOT 
CUT HID BULB

WIRES!

CONNECTOR
FROM BALLAST

OEM BULB
CONNECTOR
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Slide the rubber grommet up to the bulb plug

which keeps the bulb protected from the

elements.

DDM Tip: At this stage of the install we 

recommend turning on lights to make sure

everything works before proceeding.

Reinstall headlight assembly if removal was

required.
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Twist bulb clockwise into place locking it

securely into the headlight housing.

Connect corresponding AMP connectors

from the ballast to bulb.
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